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0. Introduction 
In [2,3] Dold and Puppe developed a theory of “derived functors” of non-additive 
functors, using the theory of semi-simplicial resolutions. Though a good deal of work 
has been done in this subject, there still seems to be no clear idea as to what exactly 
such derived functors represent. In particular, the cohomology long exact sequences 
which are the most distinctive trade-mark of the derived functors of ordinary 
additive functors, seem to have no clear counterpart in the nonadditive theory. 
This paper is an attempt o initiate a theory of derived functors based on a different 
point of view. We approach the problem naively: given a nonadditive functor 
T : d + W between abelian categories d and 93, the idea, roughly speaking, is to 
define a new abelian category [&, 981 together with a “universal” nonadditive functor 
[A$ a]+ B in such a way that there is a canonical additive functor T+ : d + [d, %‘I 
such that the diagram of functors 
commutes. By such an artifice, nonadditive functors are converted to additive ones, 
and we can then apply the usual theory of derived functors. For example, the 
ordinary right derived functors R”T+ : d + [&, 91 would possess cohomological 
long exact sequences in [.cA?, 91; and what we call the “synthetic right derived 
functors” of T would be the (in genera1 nonadditive) functors defined by “projection 
into %l”: 
R”T=IT(R”T+):d+93 
where 17 is the universal nonadditive functor. Naturally, one would hope that [A$, 91 
could be defined as concretely as possible, and that Z7 should be as well-behaved as 
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possible - so that (for example) the cohomological long exact sequences in [_&‘, a] 
might translate into something meaningful concerning the R"T. 
Unfortunately, we have been only partially successful in carrying out this program. 
What we have been able to do is as follows: 
(1) It is always possible to convert a nonadditive functor into an additive one if we 
relax our requirement hat [&, a] be abelian. Using the Eilenberg-IMacLane theory 
of cross-effect functors [4] we construct the category d ~03 of “functroid objects” 
and “functroid maps” where Q is the first cross-effect. We show that dx,B is 
additive, balanced and has kernels and cokernels. 
(2) Restricting to the case of quadratic nonadditive functors, we see that JXZ x09 is 
abelian, with all of the above-mentioned good behavior, only when Q( , ) is 
bi-exact (for example, if d has global dimension 0). 
(3) Finally, by replacing Z& with its corresponding free abelian category Ah(d) as 
constructed by Adeleman [l] we successfully realize our program in the very special 
case when B is a module category over a ring in which 2 is a unit. The form of the 
cohomogical ong exact sequences (Theorem 26) seems promising enough to warrant 
a search for more general theories, at least for module categories over a ring which is 
an algebra over a field of characteristic zero. 
Since many of the proofs are quite straightforward (though fussy), for the sake of 
space we often will give only sketches. 
1. Cross-effect functors 
In this section we will review those aspects of the Ellenberg-MacLane theory of 
cross-effect functors which we will need in the sequel. 
Given an arbitrary functor T : d + $Zl between abelian categories, there is a natural 
factorization TA = T,-,@ TIA for some object To of 9 and some functor T1: d+ 3, 
such that Tl(0) = 0. In this way we assume that hereafter all functors vanish on the 
zero-object. Then, the second cross-effect functor 0 : s-2 xd + 8 is a bifunctor 
defined by 
T(AOB)=TA@TBOQ(A,B) 
and which clearly has the property Q(0, B) = Q(A, 0) = 0. Similarly the third 
cross-effect functor is a trifunctor Q’ : d x d x d + 3 defined by 
T(AOBOC)=TAOTBOTCOQ(A,B)OQ(A,C)OQ(B,C)~Q'(A,B,C). 
It may be shown that Q’ is the second cross-effect of Q, in the sense that 
Q(AOB,C)=Q(A,C)OQ(B,C)OQ'(A,B,C), 
Q(A,BOC)=Q(A,B)OQ(A, C)OQ’(A,B,O. 
Similarly the fourth cross-effect functor may be defined, Q”, and may be shown to be 
the second cross-effect of Q’ (we do not have use for the higher cross-effects). 
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When Q’=O, then Q is a biadditive bifunctor and T in this case is called a 
quadratic functor. 
Thecanonicalmorphismsin~,,:AAOB-,BOA,A:A-,AOAandV:AOA-, 
A induce natural transformations 
TAB : Ok% B) + Q(B, A), 
AA : TA + Q(A, A), 
VA : Q(A, A) + TA 
(cf. [3] and [4]). As is clear, 77 isa natural isomorphism, and nL!a = nBA. Hereafter we 
will abbreviate vAA by VA. 
The following properties are easily shown to be satisfied (where f, g : A + B are any 
maps in &?). 
(1) 7AAA =AA and VATA =VA. 
(2) tl,Q(f, g) = Q(g, fh+ 
(3) T(f +g) = Tf + Tg+Vd?(g, d&. 
(4) (EVA = v&(f, g) and AB(T. = Q(f, fh. 
(5) The product diagram for the decomposition T(A OB) = TA 0 723 OQ(A, B) 
may be shown to be (for the given product diagram A & A B A B): 
I 7 
l-n Ti 
TAT T(AOB) 7 TB 
-A 
II 
T7 
V 0Ci.j) O(n.+)A 
QM, B) 
Similarly, there are natural transformations 
A; : Q(A, B) --, Q’(A, A, BL 0; : Q’W, A, B) + Q(A, B), 
A; : Q(A, B) -, Q’(A, B, B), V; : Q’(A, B, B) + QW B), 
A; : Q’(A, B, C) --, Q”(A, A, B, C), V’i : Q”(A, A, B, C) + Q’(A, B, ‘3, 
A; : Q’(A, B, C) + Q”(A, B, B, C), Vi: Q”(A, B, B, C) + Q’(A, I.% C), 
A;: Q’(A, B, C)+ Q”(A, B, C, C), V;: Q”(A, B, C, C)+ Q’(A, B, C), 
satisfying the following identities (where we abbreviate A = AA and V = VA). 
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(6) 4;4=4;4 and VV;=VV;. 
(7) 4;4; = 454; and ViV’i = V’,V$. 
(8) 4$4; = 4$4; and V;Vq = V$V;. 
(9) 4:4; = 4!4; and V;Vq = V’,V;. 
Next, if CY E S3 is a permutation on three elements, there are natural isomorphisms 
tlu : C?‘(A,, -42, -43) = Q’(&I, &2, &3) 
which satisfy the identities 
(10) cm2 = V; and ~~i~4; =4;, 
vh23 = vi and v334; = 4;. 
(11) 4;~ = 77i34; and qV{ =V;t7i3, 
4;t7 = 7/134; and 77V; = c7713. 
And finally, if cr E Sq represents a permutation on four elements, there are natural 
isomorphisms 
$0 : Q”(A1, A2, A3, Ad = Q”(A,I, A,t, A739 A741 
which satisfy identities analogous to those of (lo), (11). 
It should be noted that all of these natural transformations depend on the original 
functor T. A functor T’ possessing the same second cross-effect Q as T may have 
different natural isomorphisms TAB, for example. 
Definition 1. If Q denotes the second cross-effect of the functor T, then the symbol 
4 = 4A denotes the natural transformation 4a : Q(A, A) + Q(A, A) defined by 
f$ = (1+ ?j)(l +v’,4; +v;4;)+v;v;?j*34*34’id; 
(note that if T is a quadratic functor, then 4 = 1 + II). 
The reader should also note that due to the identities (l)-( 1 l), 1 + n commutes 
with 1 +V;4; +V$d;. 
Proposition 2. (a) For any map s :A + B, it is true that 4 Q(s, S) = Ok s)4. 
(b) If t, t’:A+B and s,s’:B + C are such that St’= 0 and s’t = 0, then 
Q(s, s’)c$Q(t, t’) = Q(st, s’t’). 
Proof. Identities (1) through (11) suitably applied. The proof is left to the reader. 
Basic to the sequel is the following result: 
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Proposition 3. (a) Let Tbe a (nonadditive) functorandd, V the natural transformation 
previously defined. Then AV = 4. 
(b) T$ = c#J~; I$V; = 4V;; and A;q5 = A;& 
Proof. If A:A+AOA, V:A@A+A and s:A@A+A@A denote the natural 
maps, then clearly AV = 1 + v. Hence, 
It iseasy tosee that T(A)T(V) = l+ T(v)+u where u: TAOTAOQ(A, A)+ TAO 
TAO Q(A, A) is the map defined by the matrix 
VA 
VA 
AA~A--~-~A 1. 
We must therefore analyze VAoA Q(l, v)AA@A. In turn, this requires that we be able 
to describe AAes and VAas for any A, B. This we do by applying diagram (5) and its 
analogues to T and its cross-effects. For example, we examine AAeB. 
(i) Q(rr, r)AAaB = AATw tells US that AAee induces AA : TA + Q(A, B). 
(ii) Since (5) is a product diagram, the commutative diagram 
T(A OB) 
O(w.s)A 
l Q(A, B) 
1 Q(7r.s) 1 
Q(AOB, AOB) - Q(A, B) 
tells us that the map Q(A, B)-* Q(A, B) induced by AA~B is the identity. 
(iii) the product diagram corresponding to (5) for the second argument of Q tells 
us that the diagram 
T(A OB) 
C?(w.r)A 
l Q(A, B) 
I A I A’, 
Q(A@B, A@B)=Q’(A, A, B) 
which is commutative (for A’lQ(r, T)AA~B = Q’(r, rr; ~)A;--~ABB = 
Q’(n; r, ~)A;AA~B) gives the following: the map Q(A, B) + Q’(A, A, B) induced by 
AAeB is A;. And so on. In this manner, the reader may convince himself that JAOB is 
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defined by the transpose of the matrix 
,A,0 
! 
0 0000 0 0 
0 0 0 Ode00 0 0 
0 t7AFl t/d; 1 0 A; A; qnA; m,A;‘A; i 
A similar matrix defines VA@*. Using these matrices and a sufficiently large sheet 
of paper, the reader may verify that VAeA Q(l, TAOA.AOA)~AQA is represented by 
the matrix 
0 0 VA 
0 0 vA 
AA AA d~-l-qA 
SO that AAVA = CJ~A as required. 
2. Functroid objects and maps 
We assume that we have at our disposal functors Q, Q’, Q” as in the previous 
section, and that there are natural transformations as in that section satisfying the 
identities (2), (6)-( 11) and Propositions 2.3. As usual, d and 93 will denote abelian 
categories. 
Definition 4. A funcrroid object (determined by Q and 7) is a pair (A, A*) with 
A E Ob ~4, A* E Ob 93, together with a diagram of maps in 5% : 
Q(A,A) &A* 
4 
(A being called the diagonal and V the codiagonal of (A, A*)), such that the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(a) qA=A and Vn=V, 
(b) Aid = Aid and VV’, =VV;, 
(c) AV=& 
In particular, (0, A) is a functroid object for any A, called a degenerate functroid 
object. It should be noted that a functroid object depends on the choice of Q 
and 7. 
Definition 5. Let (A, A*) and (B, B*) be functroid objects. Then a functroid map 
(A, A*)+ (B, B*) is a pair (f,f*) with f :A --, B and f* :A* + B* such that the 
following diagrams commute: 
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-Ok, B) Q( f-s) Q(A, A) - 
that is, Af” = Q(f, f)A and f”V = VQ(f, f). 
If (g, g*): (B, B*)+ (C, C*) also is a functroid map, it is clear that (gf, g*fL) is a 
functroid map, and hence composition of functroid maps may be defined by 
(g, g*)(f, f”) = (gf g*f*). 
The class of functroid objects and maps is a category. We denote it by ti ~03 though 
of course it also depends directly on the natural isomorphism n. It is clearly a 
subcategory of d x 93; when Q = 0, the two coincide. 
We now show that d x&3 is a preadditive category. 
Definition 6. Let (f,f”), (g, g*): (A, A*)+ (B, B*) be two functroid maps. Then, 
their sum is defined by the binary operation 
(f,f*)+(g,g*)=(f+g,f*+g*+VQ(f,g)A). 
Proposition 7. The sum of two functroid maps is a functroid map. Further, if 
Hom((A, A*), (B, B*)) denotes the set of all functroid maps from (A, A*) to (B, B*), 
then under this sum, it becomes an abelian group. The map (0,O) is the zero map, and 
inverses are given by 
-(f,f)=(-f, -f”-vQ(f, -fM)=(-1, -I-VQ(1, -l)-r)(f,P). 
Further, composition of functroid maps distributes over this addition. 
Proof. The proof of everything but the existence of inverses is a tedious but 
straightforward application of the proper identities, and is thus left to the reader. We 
see that it is enough to show that ( - 1, - 1 -VQ( 1, - 1)A) is the inverse of (1, l), and 
this also is easy to show. However, it is also necessary to show that (- 1, - l- 
VQ(1, - 1)A) actually is a functroid map; the proof is somewhat involved. U’e show 
that A+AVQ(l, -l)A= -Q(-1, -1)A and leave the other verification to the 
reader. Using the fact that AV = ~5 we apply Q(1, - 1)A to each term of & First, 
V;A;Q(l, - 1)A = V;Q’(l, - 1, - 1)V;A = V;Q’(l, - 1, - 1)A;A. 
However, 
0 = Q(l- 1, -1) = Q(1, -l)+ Q(-1, -1) +V;Q’(l, -1, -1)A;. 
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Hence, 
V;Q’(l, - 1, - 1)A;A = -Q(l, - 1)A - Q(- 1, - 1)A. 
Similarly, V;A ; Q( 1, - 1)A = -A - Q( 1, - l)A. Therefore, 
A+(l+n)(l+V;A;+V;A;)Q(l, -1) 
=A-(l+n)[Q(-1, -l)+l+Q(l, -l)]A 
=-Q(-1, -l)A-[l+Q(l, -l)+!(-1, l)+Q(-1, -l)]A. 
We are done if we show that 
[l+Q(l, -1)+0(-l, 1)+0(-l, -l)]A=V;V;+~AlA;Q(l, -1)A. 
However, note that 
O=Q(l, 1-l)=l+Q(l, -l)+V;Q’(l, 1, -1)AS 
and 
0=0(-l, l-l)=Q(-l,l)+Q(-1, -l)+V;Q’(-l,l, -1)A;. 
Therefore, 
[l+Q(l, -l)+Q(-1, l)+Q(-1, -1)lA 
=-V;[Q’(l, 1, -l)+Q’(-1, 1, -l)]A;A. 
But also, 
O=Q’(-l+l,l,-l)=Q’(-1, l,-l)+Q’(l,l,-l)+V’;Q”(-1, l,-l)A1, 
and so we get 
= V;V;Q”( - 1, 1, 1, - 1)A’iA;A = V;V;Q”( - 1, 1, 1, - l)A;A;A 
= V;V;A$Q’( - 1, 1, - 1)A;A = V;V;A’iq12Q’(l, - 1, - 1)A;A 
= V;Vl;ir3A;Q’(1, - 1, - 1)A;A = V;V’i~IaA’;A;Q(l, - 1)A 
as desired. This completes the proof. 
We now show that d XQ.% is an additive category. 
Definition 8. Given two functroid objects (A, A*) and (23, B*), we define the 
biproduct functroid object 
(Z,Z*) = (A, A*)O(B, B*) 
as follows: let 
?r 
A-AOBa ’ B 
I I 
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be a biproduct diagram in ti. Then, we set 
Z=AOB, Z* =A*OQ(A, B)@B*, 
and the maps A : Z* + Q(Z, Z), V : Q(Z, Z) + Z* are defined by the matrices 
A = (C!(i, i)A, 4Q(i, i), Q(i, j)A), 
V= U'Q(r, T), QCT,TM,VQ(T, 7))' 
where ( )’ denotes the transpose matrix, and where C#J = &. The obvious canonical 
maps we denote by sr*:Z*+A*, r*:Z*+B*, i*:A*+Z* andj*:B*-,Z*. 
Proposition 9. The diagram 
(W.W*l (i.i’) 
(A, A*). (Z, Z*). (B, B*) 
ti.i*) (7.7*) 
is a biproduct diagram in d x&I. 
Proof. Tedious but straightforward. 
We now show that d xQ21 has kernels and cokernels. 
Definition 10. Let (f, f*) : (A, A*) + (B, B*) be a functroid map and let I : K + A be 
the kernel of f in A?. We construct the kernel of (f,f*) as follows: in the diagram 
B) 
let K* be defined as follows: it is the kernel of the map w in 9I defined by 
w : Q(K, K)OA*- Q(K, K)OQ’(K, K, K)OQ(A, A)OB*, 
(in other words, we are just constructing a modified pullback diagram). The maps l* 
and A’ are the ones induced by the projections p: Q(K, K)OA*-A* and 
q : Q(K, K)OA* + Q(K, K). The codiagonal V’: Q(K, K)-* K* is defined as 
follows: the map 
: Q(K, K)+ Q(K, K)@A* 
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is easily seen to have zero composition with w, and therefore there is an induced map 
V’: Q(K, K)+ K*. 
Proposition 11. The construction above defines a kernelfor (f, f”). Hence d x093 has 
kernels. 
Proof. It is easy to show that (K, K*) is a functroid object and that (I, I*) is a 
functroid map. Then suppose that (g, g*): (E, E*)- (A, A*) is a functroid map with 
(fi fr)(g, g*) = (0,O). Since fg = 0, there is a unique i : E + K with lj = g. Consider 
the map j*:E*+K* d e ne as follows: the map s defined by fi d 
,=(Q(;JM) 
:EJQQ(K,K)OA* 
is easily shown to have zero composition with the map w of Definition 10, and hence 
there is an induced mapj* : E* + K* such that vi* = s (where u : K + Q(K, K)OA* 
is the canonical injection). The rest is left to the reader. 
Definition 12. Let (f, f”) : (A, A*) + (B, B*) be a functroid map, and let 7r : B + C the 
cokernel off. We construct the cokernel of (f, f*) as follows: in the diagram 
* f’ ,B* ____nf__ _,c* 
il II ‘? ’ I A V A’ ; I V’ I ’ 
Q(4 A) - 
0Cf.f) Q(B, B) O(rr.?r) , 
Q&t C) 
let C* be defined as follows: it is the cokernel in of the map w’ defined by 
w’: Q(C, C)OQ’(C, C, C)OQ(B, B)OA*+B*OQ(C, ‘3, 
w’= 
( 
0 0 -v f* 
n-1 > Vi-V; Q(rr,q) 0 .
The maps 7r* and V’ are the ones induced by the canonical injections e : B* + B*O 
Q(C, C) and O: Q(C, C)+B*@Q(C, C). To define A’, consider the map 
(Q(n; T)A, &):B*OQ(C, C)+ Q(C’, C). 
It may easily be shown to have zero composition with w’ and hence there is an 
induced map A’: C* + Q(C, C). 
Proposition 13. The construction above is a cokernel for (f, f”). Hence d XQLB has 
cokernels. 
Proof. Again, the fact that (C, C*) is a functroid object and that (r, ‘rr*) is a 
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functroid map is easy. Let (g, g*): (B, B*)+ (0, D*) be a functroid map with 
(g, g*)(f, f”) = (0,O). Since gf = 0, there is a unique 7 : C + D with ~7r = g. The map 
s’= (g*, VQ(r, r)):B*OQ(C, C)+D* 
has zero composition with w’ and hence there is an induced map P* : C*+ D*. And 
so on. 
The following shows (for example) that if (f, f”) is a monomorphism, then f” need 
not be a monomorphism. 
Proposition 14. Let (f, f*) : (A, A*) --* (I?, B*) be a functroid map. Then : 
(a) (f, f”) is a monomorphism if and only if f is a monomorphism and Ker f* n 
Ker d = 0. 
(b) (f, f*) is an epimorphism if and only if f is an epimorphism and Im f” + Im V = 
B*. 
Proof. We sketch the proof of (a) and leave (b) to the reader. The reverse implication 
is easy. Conversely, suppose that (f, p) is a monomorphism. We first show that f is a 
monomorphism. Let g : E + B be any map in d with fg = 0. One may then construct 
a modified pullback diagram exactly as in the construction of the kernel with g in the 
place of 1, and E in the place of K. Having done this, we then have a functroid map 
(8, g*) such that (f, f*)(g, g*) = (0,O). As (f, f”) is a monomorphism then (g, g*) = 
(0,O) and so g = 0. Hence, Q(K, K) = 0, therefore as K* is by definition the kernel of 
:A*+Q(A,A)@B*, 
(that is, K* = Ker A n Ker p). Since it must be 0, done. 
In particular we find: 
Proposition 15. ~4 x&3 is balanced (that is, any functroid map which is both mono 
and epi is an isomorphism). Hence a map (f,f”) is manic (resp. epic) if and only if 
Ker(f,fr) (resp. Coker(f, f*)) vanishes. 
Proof. Trivial. 
3. The canonical addification of nonadditive functors 
Let F :8+ 8 be a functor between abelian categories such that F(0) = 0, and 
assume that Q is its second cross-effect functor and 17 the induced symmetry 
transformation on Q. Then in view of identities (l), (6) and Proposition 3 of Section 
1, it follows that (A, FA) is a functroid object for any A. In view of identities (4) of the 
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same section it follows that for any map f : A + B in LZ& that (f, Ef): (A, FA) + 
(B, FB) is a functroid map. 
Finally, in view of identity (3) the correspondence A - (A, FA) defines an additive 
functor & + d x & which we will denote by F+ and which we call the canonical 
addification of F. 
Define functors a:dx& +d and 17:&x&3 +=W by (A, A*)-A resp. 
(A, A*)-,*. Then r is an additive, kernel and cokernel preserving functor, and Lr 
is a nonadditive functor with Q(rr, 7r), Q’(r, rr, r) etc. as cross-effect functors. The 
following is then obvious: 
Proposition 16. For any nonadditive functor F : d + 93 with F(0) = 0 which induces Q 
as second cross-effect and 17 as symmetry transformation, there is a unique additive 
functor F+ : d + d ~09 such that 
commutes. 
Remark. The additive functor 9 + r;B xog defined by B ~(0, B) makes 93 into an 
abelian subcategory of L&! x,9?, called the degenerate subcategory. It may be shown 
that the obstructions to the abelianness of d x&d all lie in this category. 
Example. There are two “canonical” nonadditive functors associated with Sz ~~59. 
They are: 
(1) A-(A, Q*A) where Q*(A) = Q(A, A)/[Im(q - l)+Im(Vi -G$)]andwhere 
A : Q*A + Q(A, A) and V : Q(A, A) --, Q*A are defined by, respectively, A cls z = 
4z and Vz = cls z (for convenience we are assuming we are in a module category). 
(2) A H(A, Q,4 where Q*A = Ker(q - 1) nKer(A; -A>), and where 
A : Q*A + Q(A, A) and V : Q(A, A) --, Q*A are defined by dz = 2 and Vz = 4~. 
It is easy to show that (Q*)+ and (Q*)+ are just the adjoints of r : d x08 + d, 
Hom((Q*),A, (B, B*)) = Hom(A, sr(B, B”)), 
Hom((A, A*), (Q,)+B) = Hom(&% A*), B) 
which tells us that (Q,), is kernel-preserving and (Q*)+ is cokernel-preserving. 
We now assume that Q’=O, so that Q is a biadditive bifunctor. In this case, we 
wish to discover when &x,9 is abelian. There are three main cases, the third of 
which we will consider shortly. Suppose that 
(1) 2 is an automorphism on all objects of W; or 
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(2) Q is the cross-effect of a quadratic functor of the form A e R (A, A) where R 
is a (not necessarily symmetric) biadditive bifunctor. 
Then, d x,3 is abelian. We sketch the proof of this, leaving the (easy) details to 
the reader. Consider the subcategory dxohB of all “homogeneous” functroid 
objects: those functroid objects (A, A*) which satisfy the additional requirement 
that VA = 2. One may easily show that the direct sum of homogeneous objects is 
homogeneous, and that the kernel and cokernel of any functroid map between 
homogeneous objects is a homogeneous object. Hence, dxoh9 inherits all the 
structure possessed by&x&. One may show that in case (1) or (2) above, that there 
is an equivalence of categories between d xo!B and (& ~~~93) x (0 x,3) where 
0 x &I denotes the degenerate subcategory. This equivalence preserves cokernels 
and kernels. Further, there is another equivalence between d and d xoh3 given by, 
respectively, A -(A, Q*A) in case (1) and by A -(A, R (A, A)) in case (2). In other 
words, there is essentially only one quadratic functor in both of these cases. This 
second equivalence also is kernel and cokernel-preserving. 
Thus, d ~~9’3 can be abelian and yet have monomorphisms (f, f*) in which f” is 
not a monomorphism. In other words, the projection functor n : ~4 xo93 + $3 does 
not preserve monies and epics. Since the f* is supposed to (secretely) represent the 
image of a map under the action of a quadratic functor, this is a critical pathology: in 
any “reasonable” abelian addification theory, the projection functor should preserve 
monies and epics. 
Our aim is to repair this pathology as much as possible. The motivation behind our 
method lies in the following theorem, in which the ideal situation occurs: d x& is 
abelian, and this abelian structure is as well-behaved as possible. Since we do not 
actually use the theorem in the sequel, however, we omit the proof, which is rather 
long but perfectly straightforward. 
Theorem 17. Suppose that the cross-effect functor Q is an exact bifunctor (in the sense 
that Q( , A) is an exact functor for any object A). Then d ~~93 is abelian, and 
furthermore, the canonical projection 17 : & x,93 + B preserves monies and epics. 
As is clear from this theorem, if it were possible to extend any biadditive bifunctor 
between abelian categories to a biexact bifunctor, then it would be easy to develop an 
abelian addification theory. This cannot in general be done. However, we can do the 
next best thing: extending to bifunctors which preserve monies and epics. 
4. The Adelman construction 
We review those aspects of Adelman’s construction [1] of free abelian categories 
which we shall require. 
Let d be an additive category. Then, the free abelian category Ab(&j generated 
by & is defined to be the double arrow category over d (objects are diagrams 
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A LB $C and maps are commutative diagrams 
I B 
A-B-C 
subject to the following equivalence relation (“homotopy”): if (a, p, y) and 
(cy’, p’, y’) are maps from A LB :C to A’ LB’ LC’ then (cy, p, y) - (a’, p’, y’) if 
and only if there are s : B + A’ and t : C + B’ such that f’s+ tg = p - p’. Then Ah(d) 
thus defined is an abelian category with enough projectives and injectives. The 
correspondence I : A H cls(0 + A + 0) is an additive (manifestly non-exact) functor 
zZ+Ab(d) which is a full faithful embedding. For any additive functor T :d-+ 3 
between additive categories, the correspondence 
T’ : cls(A + B -+ C) ~cls( TA + TB + TC) 
is an exact functor. 
If in addition d is abelian, then the correspondence 
H:cls(A LB fC)HIm(Kerg+B+Cokerf) 
is an exact additive functor such that HI = id &?. 
Now, if A is an object of d (which we now assume to have enough projectives and 
injectives), and if P. -, A + 0 and 0 + A + J. are respectively projective and injective 
resolutions of A, then the left and right derived functors of I : d + Ah(d) are given 
by 
(L”I)A = cls(P,+i + PI + Pn-d, (R”I)A = cls(J,_i + J,, -, Jn+l) 
(P_l = 0, J-1 = 0) and for any additive functor T: d+ 9.3 we have that L”T = 
HT”(L”I) and R”T = HT’(R”I). 
Similarly, if we let K, = Ker(P,, --, Pn_l) and C,, = Coker(J,_i-, J,,), then the 
satellites of I are given by 
(S”I)A = cls(0 + K, -+ P,), (S,I)A = cls(J,, + C, + 0) 
and S”T = HT”(S”Z), S,T = HT’(S,,I). 
Finally, we shall need the following easily proved assertions: 
Proposition 18. Let (CY, 0, y) represent a map from A iI3 f C to A’ LB’ LC” in 
Ab(sP). Then : 
(a) It is a monomorphism if and only if there are maps sl : A'+ A, ~2: B +A, 
tl : B’+ B, t2 : C + B such that t,f’ = fsl and tzg +fsz = 1 -t& 
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(b) It is an epimorphism if and only if there are maps rl : B’+ B, rz: B'+ A', 
p1 : C’+ C, p2 : C’+ B’ such that p,g’ = grl and p2g’+f’r2 = 1 -orI. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 
5. Cohomological exact sequences for quadratic functors 
We have seen in section 3 that there are two pathological cases in which & ~~24 is 
abelian but not well-behaved. 
In this section we will repair this pathology, in the sense that we will construct an 
abelian addification theory 17 : [d, S] + 93 in which n actually preserves monies and 
epics, and in which we can actually meaningfully translate exact sequences in [4 231 
into meaningful terms in 93. We will calculate the synthetic satellites and derived 
functors and their cross-effects and derive the quadratic-functor analogue of long 
chomological exact sequences: “quadratically exact” sequences. The Adelman 
construction is the key. The idea is to extend d to Ah(d) and Q to a Q : Ah(d) x 
Ab(9P) + 93 which preserves monies and epics. 
Through the remainder of the paper, we will be using the following notation: 
fE = C?(f, E), d = Q(E, f) for any object E and any map f of d. 
Proposition 19. Given a symmetric biadditive bifunctor Q :d x d+ 3 between 
abelian categories, in which 7 denotes the symmetry transformation, define, for any 
objects 
B: AiBk, E: D:E:F 
a functor Q : Ah(d) x Ah(d) + 23 as follows: (B, E) goes to 
H[Q(A, E)OC?(B, D) (‘E*BU) - Q(B, E) - (B”*gE) Q(B, F)OQ(C, E)]. 
Then, Q is well-defined and is a symmetric, biadditive bifunctor in which the symmetry 
transformation Q(B, E) = Q(E, B) is the obvious one induced by the symmetry 
transformation 17. 
Further, Q extends Q in the sense that there is a natural isomorphism Q(IA, IB) = 
Q(A,B). 
Proof. Left to the reader. 
Proposition 20. Q as defined above preserves monies and epics. 
Proof. We make use of Proposition 18. Since H is exact, it is enough to show that the 
functor Q’ : Ab(sP) x Ah(d) + Ah(B) defined by: (B, E) goes to the class of 
Q(A, E)OQ(B, D)+ Q(B, E)+ Q(B, F)OQ(c, E) 
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preserves monies and epics. Thus, when B+B’ is an epic, we wish to show that 
Q’(B, E) + Q’(B’, E) is an epimorphism. We use the notation of Proposition 18: we 
have the use of maps tlr ~2, pl, ~2. Define 
Ri = Q(rr, f3 : OW, I-3-, Q@, EL 
R2.-(Q(r;E)): Q(B’, E) + Q(A’, E)O QW, D), 
p2= (Q(p2,E),O):Q(C’, 
p = Q(rl, F) 0 
1 ( 0 Q(PI, El > : QW, F)O Q(C’, E) + Q(B, I=)@ Q(C, E). 
Then it is easily seen that the equations of Proposition 18 are satisfied. The case for 
monies is similar. 
Corollary 21. The projection functor 17’ : Ab(&) x &? + 3 preserves monies and 
epics. 
Proof. Let (f, f*) be manic. Then by Proposition 14, f is manic and Ker f” n Ker A = 
0. Now, if f*h = 0 then 0 = AfEh = Q(f,f)Ah. As Q preserves monies then 0 = Ah. 
Hence Ker f* = 0. Similarly for epics. 
Now, we can consider Ah(d) x &B to be an addification theory. For, the functor 
J: & x,.9? + Ah(d) x &B defined by (A, A*)c,(lA, A*) is a full faithful additive 
embedding. So, if F:&+ $3 is a quadratic functor with cross-effect (Q, v), then 
FL = JF, : d + Ah(d) x 093 is an additive functor, and IIl’F: = F. 
In what follows, we will use the notation: I :d+ AbM; J: d x&3 -f 
Ah(d) x &I ; l7' : Ah(d) x &I + % ; and rr’ : Ah(d) x o.93 + Ab(sB). Note that V’ is 
exact. 
Definition 22. Let F :6+93 be a quadratic functor which has (Q, T)) as its cross- 
effect, and assume that d has enough injectives and projectives. Then: 
(a) The synthetic right-derived (resp. left-derived) functors of F are defined to be 
R”F =II’R”(F:) 
resp. L”F = IT’L”(F: ) I 
(b) The synthetic right (resp. left) 
S”F = l7’S”(F: 11 
satellites of F are delined to be 
resp. S,F = n’s,, (F: ) I” + B’ 
From the nature of their construction, it is seen that the synthetic satellites and 
derived functors are in general nonadditive, and in fact are quadratic. The following 
two propositions identify their cross-effects. 
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Proposition 23. The cross-effect functor of S”F (resp. S,,F) is S;S;Q (resp. S!,S’,Q) 
where S; (resp. S;, etc.) denotes the n-th satellite of Q with respect to the first variable 
(resp. second variable, etc.). 
Proof. Since 7r’ is exact, we have: r’S”F = r’S”(JF+) = S”(m’JF+) = PI. Hence, 
S”(FL)A = ((S”I)A, (S”F)A) for any object A in d; this functroid object has the 
form 
(S”F)A % Q((S”I)A, (S”Z)A). 
It is therefore sufficient to show that Q((S”I)A, (S”I)A) is naturally isomorphic to 
(S;S;)(A, A). This follows from the remarks made in Section 4: if O+ A + J. is an 
injective resolution of A with Ci = Coker(J,_i + J,), then (S”I)A = cls(J,, + C,, --, 0). 
Therefore 
Q((S”I)A, (S”I)A) = Coker[Q(J,, C,,)OQ(C,, J,)+ Q(C’,, C,)l, 
which (as the reader may easily show) is isomorphic to (S;S;Q)(A, A). 
Example. If _c3 and 93 are Mod(R) for some ring R, and if Q(A, I?) is the tensor 
product A OB, then the cross-effect of S”F is Torz,( , ). 
We make the following definition. Let the biadditive functors Q”, Q, : d x Sz + 633 
be defined by Q”(A, B) x Q((L”I)A, (L”I)A) and Q,(A, B) = Q((R”I)A, (R”IM). 
Note that Q”= L”Q and QO = R’Q. 
Proposition 24. The cross-effect of R”F (resp. L”F) is 0, (req. Q”) as defined above. 
Proof. Same as for Proposition 23. 
Because we are working with the very special pathological cases, we can actually 
determine the satellites and derived functors. 
Proposition 25. Suppose that 2 is an automorphism on every object of 3, and let 
F = Q* = Q* (cf. the example following Proposition 16). Then, 
S”F = (S;S;Q)* and S,F = (S!&Q)*, 
R”F = (Q,,)* and L”F = (Q”)*. 
Proof. Trivial. 
Finally, we get the main result of this paper, which exhibits the potentialities of 
well-behaved addification theories. We make the following notational definitions: 
given a short exact sequence 0 + A --, B + C + 0 in &, we get cohomology connecting 
morphisms of derived functors &+i :(L”“I)C+ (L”I)A. We set a;= 
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Q(&, a,): Q”(C, C)- Q”(A, A). Also, we define AA.,, : (L”F)A + Q”(A, A) to be 
the diagonal map, and Va., : Q”(A, A) --, (L”F)A the codiagonal map, for any A and 
n. 
Theorem 26 (Cohomological sequences for synthetic left derived functors of 
quadratic functors). Let F : d + 533 be a quadratic functor with cross-effect (0, T) and 
assume that 2 is an automorphism on every object of W. 
Then, for every short exact sequence O-+A A B $ C + 0 in 4 there is a 
cohomological sequence in 93 (i.e., composition of adjacent maps is zero and the 
boundary maps are functorial with respect to morphisms of exact sequences): 
a* L”Fi L”Frr 
. ..+L”+‘FC--=+L”FA---L”FB-L”FX 
J‘ 
2 L”-‘FA 
LoFi LoFw 
+’ * . + L’FA - L’FB - L’FC + 0, 
which is quadratically exact: that is, 
Im aZcl =KerL”FinAA!, ma;,,, I 
Im L”Fi = Ker L”Frr n AS!,, Im Q”(i, i), 
Im L”F?r = Ker a: nA2.L Im Q”(rr, n) 
and 
Ker L”Fi = Im afcl +V,,, Ker Q”(i, i), 
Ker L”Fq = Im L”Fi +V,, Ker Q”(T, rr), 
Ker af = Im L”F?r + Vc,,, Ker &, 
for every n, and where LOFIT is epimorphic. 
Proof. For convenience we will assume that 23 is a module category. Also, we will 
establish the “quadratic exactness” of the sequence at (L”F)B and leave the other 
four verifications to the reader. 
We know that there is a commutative exact diagram in Ab(sl) x $3, 
(L”F: )A - (L”F:)B- (L”F: )C 
((L”I)A, L”FA) -+(L”I)B, L”FB+ ((L”I)C, L”FC) 
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where U = ((L”l)i, L”Fi) and V = ((L”I)C, L”FC). We must translate into “normal” 
terminology the statements Im U = Ker V and Coker U = Coim V. 
First, Im U = (Im L”Ii, Im L”Fi) because n’ preserves images. We have Im L”li = 
Ker L”kr. Hence, it remains to disassemble Ker V= (Im L”Ii, K*) where by 
definition K* consists of all pairs (z, 6*) in Q(K, K)@L”FB (K = Ker L”l;z) such 
that nz = z, Q(f, f)z = A&*, and (L”Fr)b* = 0, where f: K + L”IB is the kernel 
map of L”I?z, Since f is manic, so is Q(f,f) and thus the condition 11: = z is 
redundant. So K* is isomorphic to the submodule of L”FB given by 
Ker L”Fn n A,.‘, Im Q(f, f). 
However, the image analysis 
LnIi 
L-IA -L”IB 
\/ 
/ 
K 
yields, upon application of the functor A * Q(A, A) the image analysis 
Q"M, A) 0Yt.i) l Q"U3, B) 
\ /ifI 
QW, K) 
since Q preserves epics and monies. Hence Im Q(f, f) = Im Q”(i, i) as desired. 
Hence Im L”Fi = K* = Ker L”F?z nAB!n Im Q”(i, i) and we are done. 
Now we consider the equation Coker U = Coim V. On the one hand, we have 
Coim V = (Im L”I?r, L”FB/Ker L”F?r). On the other hand, Coker U = t Im L”h, 
E*) where by definition E* is L”FB Q(E, E) (where E = Im L”~T) subject to the 
relations (0, 77.z -2) = (O,O), (VB,n~, - Q(f, f) = (0,O) and ((L”li)a’, 0) = (0,O) 
where f : B + E is the cokernel map. Let f” : L”FB + E* be the canonical map. Since 
Q(f, f) is epic it is easy to see that f” is epic. What is the kernel? Let 
(6*, O)=((L”Fi)a*+V,,,x, -Q(f, f)x+vz -2). 
Then b* = (L”Fi)n* +VBvnx where Q(f, f)x = qr -z. Letting Q(f, f)y = z then x = 
qy - y +e where e is in Ker Q(f, f) and VB,n~ = VB.ne. We are thus nearly done. 
Applying the functor A w Q(A, A) to the image analysis 
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gives the image analysis 
from which is follows that Ker Q(f, f) = Ker Q” (n, r). This completes the proof. 
Similar cohomological sequences for right derived functors may be produced. 
Example. Assume we are working over a module category where 2 is a unit. Then by 
our remarks in the example following Proposition 16, the two most interesting 
quadratic functors - the second exterior power and the second symmetric power - 
have the form Q* where Q in this case is the tensor product (endowed with, 
respectively, minus or plus the usual symmetry isomorphism). Sow, since Q”= 
L”Q = Q in this case, it then follows that L°F = F (F being either the second 
symmetric or exterior power functor). Thus, the cohomological sequences of 
Theorem 26 contain F. 
Thus, one can use standard exact sequence arguments to show, for example, that 
A2[MI& . . . ,x,&f] = l\2A4/(xl,. . . , x,)A\‘M if xl,. . . , x, is an ‘W-sequence of 
elements of R. Evidently it is enough to do the case n = 1. Then from the exact 
X 
sequence 0 --, M + M $ MIxM + 0 we get a quadratically exact sequence 
A2M 5 A2M A2* 
__* A2M/xM + 0. 
In particular, A2rr is surjective, and Ker A27r = x2A2M+tJI Ker r 0 GT. Since 
tensor product is right exact, Ker r 0 r = Ker r 0 1 + Ker 1 0 zr = x(M 0 M) and 
thus Ker /j2M = xA2M since V,+, is onto (as 2 is a unit). Hence A’(M/xM) = 
/j’M/x A2M. 
Remark. The notion of “quadratic exactness” introduced above will appear perhaps 
less arbitrary if the reader will consider the following short -*split quadratically- 
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exact” sequence 
i* w* 
A* -A*@Q(A,B)@B*-B* 
determined by a biproduct diagram (A,A*)O(B,B*) in dX,aA. In this case, 
Imi* =A*OOOO, Kerr* =A*OQ(A,B)OO. One may show that 
A-’ Im Q(i, i) = A*@O@Ker -1, and that V Ker Q(a, n) = Im VOQ(A, B)OO. 
Thus 
Im i* = Ker v* n A-’ Im Q(i, i) and Ker rr* = Im i* + V Ker Q(lr, 7r). 
Remark. If one does not insist on the availability of intuitively sensible cohomo- 
logical sequences as in Theorem 26, one can easily find abelianized addification 
theories for the general quadratic functor case (i.e., 2 is no longer assumed to be a 
unit). Indeed, the category Ab(dxo93) is abelian, and (somewhat surprisingly) 
there is a quadratic functor Ab(d x,%3) + 93 defined by 
B-~W*OQ(A,B)+B*+Q(B, C)OC*] 
for any B = cls[(A, A*)+(B,B*)+(C,C*)]. I n addition, this quadratic functor 
preserves monies and epics. However, the canonical functor Ab(dxoB)+ 
Ab(&) x&3 is neither kernel nor cokernel preserving. Thus, a straightforward 
analogue of Theorem 26 is not possible - the cohomological sequences in 
Ab(d xoW) translate into extremely complicated expressions when “projected” 
into 93’ by means of the above quadratic functor. 
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